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SUBMISSION
Authors should submit their manuscripts using the online manuscript submission and peer review system Open Journal System. Details are available online at https://submit.akademiai.com/dhs/index.php/dhs.

PEER REVIEW CHARGE
No peer review charge applies.

REVIEW PROCESS

PREFERRED CONDITIONS OF MANUSCRIPTS

Developments in Health Sciences strives to publish high quality papers. To ensure this goal, we apply some basic principles when reviewing a manuscript. Not fulfilling these principles may lead to desk rejection of a submitted manuscript.

CHECK FOR PLAGIARISM

Every submission is scanned against plagiarism using the program Turnitin.

REVIEW OF THE MANUSCRIPTS

As a routine, each paper will be read by at least two unbiased peer reviewers, chosen avoiding any conflict of interest. DHS applies a double-blind review process, in which neither of the authors’, nor the reviewers’ identities are revealed.

Authors are welcome to suggest or exclude reviewers when submitting their manuscripts. Suggested reviewers may not be in any way affiliated with the author or the work. Authors should provide any means of verifying the identity of the suggested reviewer, excluding e.g. a private email address. The editor may not use author’s suggestion, but it may facilitate the review process.

The usual duration of the review process is ca. 12–36 weeks.

Unpublished results are treated strictly confidentially.

COPYRIGHT AND LICENCE POLICY

OPEN ACCESS

DHS is a Gold Open Access journal. That is, readers can read, download, copy, distribute, print, search or link to the full texts of all articles, or use them for any other non-commercial lawful purpose. All articles are distributed under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International Licenses.

The Open Access Licence Agreement form can be downloaded from here (and a slightly modified variant here; for those authors who are eligible for Open Access publication through the EISZ consortial agreement, see below).

COPYRIGHT AND LICENCE POLICY

By default, the articles are published under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International Licenses Copyright Terms. With that, the authors grant to Akadémiai Kiadó Zrt. (hereafter the Publisher) an irrevocable nonexclusive license to publish the article in electronic and print format, and further sublicense the
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The Publisher has the exclusive right to publish the article first.

The Author shall declare and warrant that

- he/she is the exclusive author of the article along with the above indicated co-authors and he/she has the approval of all the other co-authors to publish the article in its current form,
- the article is their own intellectual product,
- the article is original, has not been formally published in any other peer-reviewed journal, is not under consideration by any other journal and does not infringe any existing copyright or any other third-party rights,
- there is no plagiarism in the article, the content is punctual and true to the best of the Author’s knowledge, it does not include any libel, or parts that are obscene or violate the copyrights, private life or any other rights of a third party, or that are illegal and shall warrant that the manuscript is not partly or entirely under review or being published at any other journals either in English or in any other languages,
- the Author shall accept that he/she shall provide the exact location of the first publication of the article when making the article available to any third party and shall enclose the link to the location of the first publication in the following format: (https://doi.org/ [The DOI-number of the article without brackets]).

The Publisher shall be entitled to the following – not exclusive - rights of use after the first publication:

- To make the article available to the public for download on their own official publisher webpage without any time restriction.
- To utilize the article for commercial purposes individually or for the entire journal without any geographic or time limitation (for subscribers, one-off downloaders, one-off buyers of the article archive, etc.).
- To convert the article into the optional electronic format, to copy the article on a PC or electronic data medium.
- To publish the article in the electronic and printed journals indicated on the official publisher homepage, also including those journals that are partially or entirely available to a third party against a subscription fee.
- To share the publishing and rights of use with any other third party, respectively exercise these rights together with a third party.
- To translate the article into a different language.
- To represent the author in the case of conducts of infringement of rights, unauthorized usage or violation of copyrights.
- To exercise all those rights that any third party is entitled to according to the license terms “CC BY” indicated above.

The articles published in the framework of the Eisz Read and Publish Agreement (see below) are covered by the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. That is, their use is allowed also for commercial purposes.

AUTHOR CHARGES

The corresponding author of every manuscript submitted after Feb 1, 2020 is requested to pay the Article Processing Charge (APC) of 900 EUR (including VAT) to cover the publishing costs of the paper.
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A limited number of full waivers is available. That is, the editors may offer to selected articles Open Access appearance without author fee.

In accordance with the agreement between the Electronic Information Service National Programme (EISZ) and Akadémiai Kiadó, papers with a corresponding author affiliated to a member institution subscribing to the journal package of Akadémiai Kiadó, can be published with no fee.

Akadémiai Kiadó offers 50% discount for Editorial Board members, and institutions of low- and middle-income countries. Discounts may not be combined.

Manuscripts with outstanding payment will not be published until the balance is cleared. Once your paper is accepted for publication in DHS without exemption from APC, you will be requested to enter our online payment platform (https://apc.akademiai.hu), where after registration You can upload license agreement and transfer the fee. Article processing will commence after the amount due has been remitted to our account. (Please note that there is no peer review charge, the only applicable fee is the article processing charge.)

For more information on Akadémiai Kiadó’s Open Access policy visit our website.

ETHICAL STATEMENT

DHS and Akadémiai Kiadó are committed to the ethical practices in science publishing and therefore follow the COPE Code of Conduct for Journal Editors as well as the Code of Conduct for Journal Publishers. All authors are expected to be aware and follow the Ethical Guide of Akadémiai Kiadó, conform to the highest standards of ethical conduct in the submission of accurate data, acknowledging the work of others, and divulging potential conflicts of interests.

PREPARATION OF THE MANUSCRIPTS

MANUSCRIPTS

Manuscripts should be written in clear, concise, and grammatically correct English. They should be divided into the following sections: Title page, Abstract (with Keywords), Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, Acknowledgements, Authors’ contribution, Ethical approval, Conflicts of Interest, List of abbreviations (if any), References.

AUTHOR INFORMATION

To ensure the integrity of the blind peer-review, every effort should be made to prevent the identities of the authors from being known to the reviewers. It is the authors’ responsibility to see that the manuscript itself contains no clues to the authors’ identity, including the file properties.

LENGTH

The maximal length of the different kind of manuscripts are summarized in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Manuscript</th>
<th>Maximal volume of paper (words) (main text, references are included)</th>
<th>Number of figures/tables</th>
<th>Number of references (max.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original research paper</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of Type</th>
<th>Word Count</th>
<th>Margins</th>
<th>Page Count</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review article</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short communication</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid preliminary note</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book review (authors should contact the editor before writing a book review)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar of events and conference reports</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product news</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TITLE PAGE**

Author information must be contained in a separate file, the Title Page. This is expected to contain of the title of the manuscript followed by the name(s) (initial and surname) and affiliation(s) of the author(s).

The corresponding author(s) should be identified by an asterisk (*), and ORCID identifier, and given contact details (address, e-mail) at the bottom of the title page.

In order to secure anonymity, in the manuscript authors may mask the name of the Institute/Clinics, etc., however, this must be mentioned in the title page.

**TITLE**

The title should be concise and informative, at most 20 words.

**ABSTRACT**

It should not be longer than 250 words. It should be divided into the following sections for original articles: Purpose, Materials/Methods, Results, and Conclusions.

**KEYWORDS**

The abstract should be followed by 3-8 keywords based on the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/.

Abbreviations in the title and the abstract should be avoided.

**TEXT**

The body of original article will generally include the following headings: Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions (with Limitations). Further subheadings are acceptable.
INTRODUCTION
It should state the purposes of the work and provide an adequate background with the most important results and literature related to the topic.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section must provide sufficient detail to allow the work to be reproduced.

RESULTS
This part should accurately demonstrate the findings. If appropriate, data can also be presented in tables and figures.

DISCUSSION
This section should explain and underline the significance of the presented data.

CONCLUSIONS
This should briefly summarize the presented study according to the results and discussion.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This section should consist of all the personal and financial (supporting grants, funds) contributions to the submitted article.

AUTHORS’ CONTRIBUTION
This section specifies the authors’ contribution and their roles in manuscript. Use the monograms of the authors.

ETHICAL APPROVAL
Studies submitted to DHS must have been conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and according to requirements of all applicable local and international standards.

The Ethical Approval should contain information on the ethical approval of the study by the Institutional Review Board (approval number/ID) and the informed consent given by the participants of the study.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST / FUNDING
Authors are required to disclose all financial and non-financial competing interest. All sources of funding for the study reported should be declared. Authors must state explicitly whether potential conflicts/funding do or do not exist. If no conflicts/funding exist, the authors should state: “The authors declare no conflict of interest” and “No financial support was received for this study”.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS (IF ANY)
All abbreviations should be defined at first mention and used consistently thereafter. Quantities should be expressed in standard international units (SI).
FOOTNOTES

Do not use footnotes.

REFERENCES

References should be indicated by number(s) in square brackets in line with the text [1–4, 5, 17] in order of appearance. References should be listed in the ‘References’ section with numbers. All authors shall be listed in full up to the total number of six; for seven or more authors, list the first three authors followed by “et al.”. Abbreviated journal names according to the National Library of Medicine (NLM) journal abbreviations list; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nlmcatalog/journals.


Example reference style:

JOURNAL ARTICLE:

BOOK:

BOOK CHAPTER:

ONLINE BOOK:

WEB SITE

References in non-English should be provided in its original language, followed by the English translation in square brackets. Indicate the original language:


TABLES

Tables must be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals in the text (Table 1., Table 2. etc.). They should be presented in a separate file in Microsoft Word format and provided with title.
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FIGURES

Figures must be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals in the text (Figure 1., Figure 2. etc.). They should be submitted in a separate file with title. Figures that include more than one image should be labelled as a, b, c, etc. Charts, diagrams, schemes as “Figures” should be presented in Microsoft Word format.

The requested format for photographs (graphic files): JPEG, TIFF, GIF. Photographs legends with brief titles should be provided on a separate page. Colour figures will be accepted; however, the extra cost of reproduction in colour must be paid by the authors. It is 40 EUR (or 10 000 HUF) + VAT / picture.

PROOF

Online page proofs for checking are requested to be returned within three working days of receipt. Please note that authors are urged to check their proofs carefully before submitting corrections, since late corrections cannot be guaranteed for inclusion and post-publication corrections are only possible in an erratum. Corrections to the proofs must be restricted to existing errors. Rewriting the text or modifying authorship is not accepted in the proof stage.